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GirlGoneGood® is partnered with #NatureForAll.
#NatureForAll is a global movement that inspires a
love of nature, and was launched at the 2016

International Union for Conservation of Nature
(IUCN) World Conservation Congress. 

doing good feels good

GirlGoneGood® is proud to support local mental health non-

profits by donating 40% all sale profits of 'A  Guide to Hiking

Trails in Ottawa & Region' to Boots On The Ground. This amazing

organization provides 24/7 trained peer-to-peer support to first
responders across Ontario. www.bootsontheground.ca

GirlGoneGood® is also proud to support local
charities in their conservation efforts by donating
40% of all sale profits of 'A Guide to Hiking Trails in

Ottawa & Region' to the Mississippi-Madawaska
Land Trust (MMLT). www.mmlt.ca

On the #NatureForAll Discovery Zone, you will find a multi-lingual database of curated

resources from #NatureForAll partners, IUCN, and programs. You can also scroll through

the list of #NatureForAll partners from their website to find incredible nature-focused
organizations to follow and engage with, or perhaps read through their success stories and
blog for insights.  natureforall.global/discovery-zone

sponsored charities

First Nations), Inuit, and Métis peoples
What do we really understand about the land we hike on? About it's past and current
state? About the flora and fauna and peoples that live and care for the land? Be curious, be
kind, be open to learning, and actively advocate. When recreating, kindly consider
donating to indigenous organizations and shopping from indigenous businesses
associated with the lands you are hiking on. GirlGoneGood® is actively engaged with

indigenous consultants to create a business action plan, has embarked on a personal
learning journey, and actively advocates for all persons in nature.

partnership



I am a guest on the trails and an ambassador of nature. 

I am responsible for my outdoor recreation and it's impact.
 

Respect Nature
 

I will help to protect flora and fauna by staying on the established trails and
by leaving driftwood, deadwood and flowers untouched. I will not feed

wildlife nor will I purposely disturb them. I will leave no trash in nature and
follow LeaveNoTrace™ toileting guidelines.

 

Respect Others
 

I will respect the decisions of land owners/managers by not trespassing nor
hiking on closed trails. I will not venture past caution signs nor will I hike on

private land without permission. I will be considerate of other hikers by
sharing the trails and lookout points. I will not throw or kick rocks over cliffs

as there are likely climbers or hikers below. I will abide by
snowshoe/ski/hiking trail guidelines in winter . I will not play music on the
trails. I will keep my dog on-leash and carry dog poop bags as this impacts

the environment and experience of others.
 

Respect Myself
 

I will aim for responsible recreation by planning my hikes and being
prepared. I will review the trail details and weather ahead of hiking. 

I will consider carrying the '10 essentials ' and dress appropriately. I will hike
within my abilities  and skill set. I will adopt tick prevention measures  +
familiarize myself with 'bear wise' protocols . I understand the hunting

seasons in the areas that I hike.

SIGNATURE:______________________________ DATE:_______________

hiker's oath



There are times where I've been lovingly laughed at

for being so prepared, yet it comes in handy often.

Mountain Equipment Co-op (MEC) goes through

each of the Ten Essentials in the link below.

https://www.mec.ca/en/explore/the-10-essentials-

hiking-camping

Date Reviewed:

The Ten Essentials
PLAN, PREP, AND HIKE SAFE.

It's the little things like packing out your own trash,

staying on the pathways, and proper outdoor

bathroom etiquette that have larger positive impacts

on the environment than a person might realize. Leave

No Trace Canada outlines seven principals to guide
your outdoor experiences. 

https://www.leavenotrace.ca/home

Date Reviewed:

Leave No Trace
THE GUIDE IN OUTDOOR ETHICS.

The presence of ticks and lyme disease is a reality
of today. Preventative measures, safe removal

techniques, and further education can be found at

Ottawa Public Health.

https://www.ottawapublichealth.ca/en/public-health-

topics/lyme-disease.aspx 

Date Reviewed:

Tick Awareness
ASSUME THEY ARE ON EVERY TRAIL.

Black bears are a wonderful part of our fauna and are

rarely a threat. However, it is crucial to know and
understand the Bear Wise principals to promote a

positive outcome for both yourself and our wildlife.

https://www.ontario.ca/ and search 'bear wise'

Date Reviewed:

Bear Wise
DON'T PANIC. KNOW HOW TO REACT.

Plenty of hiking trails are also on land that is used
for hunting.  In Ontario, hunters can use crown lands,

provincial parks, conservation areas, municipal forests,

provincial wildlife areas, and private land if they are

specifically permitted.  Always wear high visibility

clothing. Check hunting seasons on the provincial

websites.

www.ontario.ca or www.mffp.gouv.qc.ca and search

'hunting season' 

Date Reviewed:

Hunting Season
OUTSIDE THE CITY, TRAILS ARE SHARED.

know before you go

Previewed trail information

checked weather conditions

packed 10 essentials

have water and snacks

good walking shoes / hikers

let someone know your route

Check out girlgonegood.com for free packing
lists, seasonal consideration lists, and detailed
information needed for a safe and enjoyable hike!

Pre-Hike Checklist
SET YOURSELF UP FOR SUCCESS!



Where can I hike with my dog? What about in the

winter? Are there off-leash parks nearby? Why can’t I

bring my dog to trail XYZ? Find all the answers and

more with this article that empowers pet owners
with awareness that promotes responsible
recreation.

www.girlgonegood.com/hiking-dogs-ottawa

Date Reviewed:

Dogs
GET TO KNOW THE BEST TRAILS.

Before foraging ask yourself:  Is it legal on this land?

Can you accurately identify the plant?  Is this a species

at risk?  Do you know what part of the plant is edible? 

Is it the right season to pick this plant?  Can you forage

in a manner that conserves the species?  Do you know

how to prepare the plant for safe consumption? 

www.ontarioparks.com/parksblog/foraging

Date Reviewed:

Foraging
THE GUIDE IN OUTDOOR ETHICS.

Early spring is considered ‘mud season’ and in order

to protect our trails and ecological efforts always
hike through the mud and not around. Many trail

managers opt to do trail/facility repairs during this

time, check the specific trail your planning to hike

before heading out.

www.girlgonegood.com/spring-hiking-ottawa-region

Date Reviewed:

Mud Season
MUD, THEN BUG, THEN HIKING SEASON.

Drones cannot be taken into or operated in national

or provincial parks without authorization. Do you
know how they impact bird life and conservation
areas? Or that they fall under Canadian Aviation
Regulations? That drones between 250g to 25kgs

needs to be registered and flown by a licensed pilot? 

www.tc.canada.ca/en/aviation/drone-safety

Date Reviewed:

Drones
GORGEOUS IMAGES, LOTS OF LAWS.

Each shared trail has a variation of guidelines, take

note before you head out! Who has the right of way?

Cyclists? ATVs? Hiking? Those hiking up or those hiking

down? In the winter, plenty of trails in Ottawa turn

into ski only or shared trails. "At designated crossings,

hikers, snowshoers and snow bikers may cross a cross-

country ski trail, but they must yield to skiers, and

avoid the classic tracks." @ncc_ccn

https://ncc-ccn.gc.ca/

Date Reviewed:

Shared Trail Etiquette
SHARING IS CARING!

know before you go

Trails that are on private land

Trails that are unmarked/unsafe on crown land

For safety and ethical reasons, the above are omitted.

Some trails in this book are not well marked,
have no cell service, require skill. Hiking is an
individual responsibility. Make sure you're prepared

before going! Check out girlgonegood.com for free
packing lists, seasonal consideration lists, and
detailed information needed for a safe and

enjoyable hike!

What's Not In This PDF
OH YES, WE HAVE A CODE OF ETHICS



Step 1: Take on any of the 10

challenges listed in The Challenge
Series. 
Step 2: Once a challenge is

completed you can order your
achievement tab for that particular
series! That's it!

JOIN IN THE CHALLENGE

the challenge series

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE
CHALLENGE SERIES AND TO 

ORDER YOUR TABS, VISIT:
 

WWW.GIRLGONEGOOD.COM

Display your achievement tabs with
pride! Clip them on to your backpack,
use as a key chain, hang 'em from the
rear view mirror. 

80% of sale proceeds from each tab
purchased is donated to mental
health and local conservation
charities.

notes



Here ’s the deal , you have the whole year to complete this hiking challenge . Once

completed , the bragging right are all yours ! Complete 2 hikes from each of the
counties listed below for a total of 20 hikes . While you 're there , support local !

the county seriestake 
the

chall
enge!

Which county did you really enjoy? Why? What other trails would you like to hike?

______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Hike 1 :

Hike 2 :

FRONTENAC

Hike 1 :

Hike 2 :

LENNOX + ADDINGTON

Hike 1 :

Hike 2 :

LAURENTIDES

Hike 1 :

Hike 2 :

L'OUTAOUAIS

Hike 1 :

Hike 2 :

RENFREW

Hike 1 :

Hike 2 :

LANARK

Hike 1 :

Hike 2 :

OTTAWA-CARLETON

Hike 1 :

Hike 2 :

LEEDS + GRENVILLE

Hike 1 :

Hike 2 :

PRESCOTT-RUSSELL

Hike 1 :

Hike 2 :

STORMONT, DUNDAS, & GLENGARRY



Here ’s the deal , you have the whole year to complete this hiking challenge . Once

completed , the bragging right are all yours ! Complete a total of 20 hikes from within
Ottawa-Carleton and Gatineau Park. You can find new trails from the trail finder map

on girlgonegood .com or by checking out the National Capital Commission at ncc-

ccn .gc .ca . Go on and get your adventure on ! #happyhiking

the urban seriestake 
the

chall
enge!

Date :

TRAIL: 

Date :

TRAIL: 

Date :

TRAIL: 

Date :

TRAIL: 

Date :

TRAIL: 

Date :

TRAIL: 

Date :

TRAIL: 

Date :

TRAIL: 

Date :

TRAIL: 

Date :

TRAIL: 

Date :

TRAIL: 

Date :

TRAIL: 

Date :

TRAIL: 

Date :

TRAIL: 

Date :

TRAIL: 

Date :

TRAIL: 

Date :

TRAIL: 

Date :

TRAIL: 

Date :

TRAIL: 

Date :

TRAIL: 

Try hiking new-to-you trails . They can be walks in the park , trail runs , or paths along the

river . Which did you enjoy most? What elements of the hike made it your favourite? The

features , pathway , solitude , or the company? Any other trails with similar experiences?

______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________



the naturalist seriestake 
the

chall
enge!

Insights : Fully accessible site with multiple

lookouts at the river . Watch for wildlife !

MORRIS ISLAND CONSERVATION AREA

Insights : Mutiple trailheads , waterfalls , mini

lookout tower , boardwalk marshlands .

PARC NATIONALE DE PLAISANCE

Insights : Enjoy the Redwing Trail

boardwalks . Maple trail is gold in fall .

UPPER CANADA BIRD SANTUARY

Insights : Marsh boardwalks . Excellent

spot for sunrise and birdwatching .

COOPER MARSH
Insights : excellent boardwalk through

the forest with river views .

BAXTER CONSERVATION AREA

Insights : Fully accessible site with wild

lady slipper orchids in bloom each June .

PURDON CONSERVATION AREA

Insights : Short boardwalk . Wild

orchids and pitcher plants .

ALFRED BOG WALK

Insights : Gorgeous marshlands

boardwalk and wide even pathways .

LIMERICK FOREST

Insights : An easy forest walk with

viewpoints of the Castor River . 

W.E.BURTON CONSERVATION AREA

Insights : Popular trail with marshlands

boardwalk and forest trail options .

MER BLEU
Insights : Total immersion into a forest

setting rich in flora .

TWO CREEKS CONSERVATION AREA

Insights : Mixed pathway and boardwalk

along the river . Vimy bridge views .

CHAPMAN MILLS

This challenge is for those who enjoy taking in the flora and fauna . These trails offer

either boardwalks or unobstructed paths with little to no elevation variance - making

them gentle hikes so that you can really immerse in nature. These trails also offer up

fantastic photo ops like the wildlife at Morris island or sunrises at Cooper Marsh .

Added details for most of these hikes are available at girlgonegood .com by using the

search option . 

______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________



the adventurer seriestake 
the

chall
enge!

Insights : Hike the well marked +10km out

and back trail . Closed for hunting season .

OISEAU ROCK

Insights : Hike Slide Lake Loop for 26kms +

330m of elevation . Orientation skills needed .

FRONTENAC PROVINCIAL PARK

Insights : Hike the wabun-limestone loop

for 17kms . Unmarked + shared trail .

WABUN LAKE LIMESTONE LAKE

Insights : Hike sentier l 'escapade for a

+13km loop trail through the woods

MONT RIGAUD
Insights : Hike trail 10 (Baldy) to the fire

tower and climb up if your dare .

KENAUK NATURE

Insights : Hike this 7km looped trail counter

clockwise to enjoy vista views last .

SHEFFIELD CONSERVATION AREA

Insights : Hike the 10km loop over 4

mountains and multiple lookouts .

GRIFFIN UPLANDS

Insights : The best sunrise from obs

tower , hike Trail #1 ,2 ,3 loop for 10kms 

MONT MORISSETTE

Insights : Catch all 6 lookouts at

Calabogie for a full +12km hike

MANITOU MOUNTAIN

Insights : Hike trails 7 ,12 ,6 ,3 in clockwise

loop from P2 for views + gains in +6kms .

MONTAGNES NOIRES DE RIPON
insights : Hike Wolf trail (62) from P13 for

8 .5kms and +200m elevation gains .

GATINEAU PARK

Insights : Take on Wild Cherry , Katimavik

and Summit Trail for 9kms and 460m

POISSON BLANC REGIONAL PARK

Hand raised if you like a challenge? !? If getting outdoors is about upping that heart

rate and grabbing the big views , then these trails are for you . Each offer either longer

distances (10k+), elevation gains , or both ! Gear up , press start on that fitness tracker ,

and go enjoy !

Which gives you a better challenge - longer hikes or elevation gains? Both features are

indicated for every trail in this guide , use them to find your next hike !

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________



Recommended Hikes : Luskville

Falls or Chutes de denholm

FIND SOME ROCK TRIPE

Recommended Hikes : Blueberry

Mountain or Montagnes Noires

LOOKOUT AT A LOOKOUT

Recommended Hikes : Stony Swamp

or Upper Canada Bird Sanctuary 

IDENTIFY BIRDS

Recommended Hikes : Sheffield CA

or Morris Island CA

FIND A JUNIPER BUSH
Recommended Hikes : Carbide Wilson or

Lime Kiln Trail

EXPLORE OLD RUINS

Recommended Hikes : Lauriault trail or

Frontenac PP

PICK OUT YOUR PERFECT MAPLE LEAF

Recommended Hikes : Your Backyard

or hikes like MerBleu

SPOT THE BIG & LITTLE DIPPER

Recommended Hikes : Deacon

Escarpment or Frontenac PP

IDENTIFY ANIMAL TRACKS

Recommended Hikes : Eagles

Nest or Chute rouges

LEARN A HERITAGE FACT

Recommended Hikes : Forest la blanche

or Foley Mountain

BRING A FRIEND
Recommended Hikes : Morris Island

CA or Mont Morissette

CATCH THE SUNRISE OR SUNSET

Recommended Hikes :  Anywhere with a

lake or calm river !

SKIP ROCKS ACROSS THE WATER

The Scavenger Series challenge is designed for the wee ones . And really , who doesn ’t enjoy a good

scavenger hunt?!? Grab your little hikers and head out to a local trail to explore . This one was

created with a little learning and a lot of play in mind . It has twelve outdoor experiences to

complete and you have all year to finish it !

the scavenger series

little hikers clubconsider teaching little hikers...
to carry min. emergency gear (how/when to use)

to always stay on trail 

how and when to use an emergency whistle

how to send a google maps pin drop if cell reception

when to call 911 (and that it's ok to call when lost)

how to identify significant features

to look back as you walk the trail for recognition

how to react safely to wildlife (bears/coyotes/deer/etc)

the dangers of seemingly safe waterways (avoid them)

to always stay in sight of an adult (younger kids)

to only hike with a buddy (older kids)/ adult (younger)

to always stick to the planned trail/route, tell an adult 

that it's ok to call out for help or ask strangers in an emergency

Join Little Hikers Club™ on Instagram
at @littlehikersclub! Filled with

insights, tips, and trails for Ottawa +

region. Tag your adventure and
activity posts from the Little Hikers
Club™ Activity Book or The Scavenger
Series for a feature. 

LITTLE HIKERS CLUB
PROFESSIONAL SEEKERS OF CURIOS + WONDER

LHC
S E E K E R S  O F  

C U R I O S  +  W O N D E R

E S T .  2 0 2 1

You can find family friend trail
recommendations for Ottawa and
region, safety tips, resources,
activities, merchandise, and insights
for hiking with your little hikers at
girlgonegood.com/littlehikersclub



the experience seriestake 
the

chall
enge!

Almost like a bucket list . But local . And better . It's time to make memories with these

12 experiences . Always check opening hours/rates/guidelines with the venue prior to

heading out for an optimal experience . Locations are suggestions , if you can find the

experience elsewhere - go for it ! It all counts !

Want more experiences? Check out 'best hikes by features '  on girlgonegood .com under

'resources ' .  Includes towers , waterfalls , vistas , wildflowers , and sunrise/sunset hikes .

Combine your experience with a nearby hike by using the Trail Finder Map .

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Location : High Falls Trail (Algonquin

Park) Renfrew County

HIT UP A ROCK SLIDE

Location : Éco-Odyssée for SUP ,

canoe or paddleboat marsh maze

NAVIGATE A WATER MAZE

Location : Kenauk Nature (Baldy trail),

Mont Morisette , or Montagnes Noires

CLIMB THE TOWER

Location : Hell Holes & Caves in

Lennox & Addington County

JUMP INTO HELL
Location : Purdon Conservation Area or

Alfred Bog Walk

WILD WILD ORCHIDS

Location : Mont Morisette (Blue Sea) or

Skywalk Trail at Manitou Mountain

CATCH THE SUNRISE

Location : Bonnechere Caves or

Luskville Caves

EXPLORE THE CAVES

Location : Lime Kiln Trail or Upper

Canada Bird Sanctuary

IDENTIFY BIRDS

Location : Iroquois beach and

the Iroquois locks

TAKE A DIP + TALL SHIPS

Location : Deacon Escarpment CCT in

Golden Lake or Kenauk Nature

CAMP OR CABIN LIFE + SUNSETS
Location : Fourth Chute Falls or Parc

des chutes de Denholm

PICNIC BY WATERFALLS

Location : Blueberry Mountain or

Sheffield Conservation Area

EPIC VISTA VIEWS 



take 
the

chall
enge!

Trail :

Date :

TRAIL TRASH

Trail :

Date :

TRAIL TRASH

Trail :

Date :

TRAIL TRASH

Trail :

Date :

TRAIL TRASH
Trail :

Date :

FLORA IDENTIFICATION

Trail :

Date :

TRAIL TRASH

Trail :

Date :

FLORA IDENTIFICATION

Trail :

Date :

FLORA IDENTIFICATION

Trail :

Date :

FLORA IDENTIFICATION

Trail :

Date :

FLORA IDENTIFICATION
Trail :

Date :

TRAIL TRASH

Trail :

Date :

FLORA IDENTIFICATION

Our relationship with nature is a two way street . With every breath of fresh air , trail run ,

and sunrise we take in . . .we can also return the favour by focusing on our impact and
improving our habits while recreating responsibly. Besides , doing good feels good . 

the eco activist series

Trail trash: bring a garbage/shopping bag and pick up any trash along the trail .

Recommend using a glove or the bag to pickup and washing your hands thoroughly

afterwards . Each little bit helps to protect our local environment and wildlife .

Flora Identification : become a citizen scientist and download iNaturelist . You can use

it to help identify greenery and flowers along the trail and share these findings with

others . inaturalist.ca



the wise owl seriestake 
the

chall
enge!

What are the 7 principles of leave no

trace? What are the toileting guidelines?

LEAVE NO TRACE CANADA

What flora and fauna are considered

species at risk for Ontario and Quebec?

How can we minimize impact?

SPECIES AT RISK

When are the local hunting seasons?

On what land type is hunting

permitted? Are there shared trails?

HUNTING SEASON

How do you react to a black bear? How do

you report a sighting? What 's the difference

between a predatory and a defensive bear?

BEAR WISE
Name prevention steps that you can

take before , during , and after hiking to

reduce exposure and risk of tick bites .

TICK PROTOCOLS

List out at least 6 ways that you can hit

the trails safely as a solo hiker .

SOLO HIKING

List out the ten essentials? Do you

have a day pack with them ready to

go for your hikes?

THE TEN ESSENTIALS

How many conservation authorities in

Ontario? Which 6 are closest to

Ottawa? What is a watershed? 

ONTARIO CONSERVATION

List 4 nearby beaches you can safely

enjoy . What are the biggest risks

when swimming in lakes and rivers?

WATER SAFETY

List out 6 invasive species . What

precautions should be taken? How can

you help minimize their impact?

INVASIVE SPECIES

Can you forage in conservation areas?

What about parks? What is the impact of

picking a trillium? Is it legal?

FORAGING

What percentage of Quebec is protected

lands? Can you name local ecological or

nature reserves that offer hiking trails?

QUEBEC CONSERVATION

New to hiking? Or perhaps you 're always out wandering and this is a good refresher . This

challenge is aimed at raising our awareness on safety and eco-friendly habits that will

help both us and the environment we love exploring so much . Take a crack at  each
knowledge bit and questions . The answers can be found at girlgonegood.com

Bonus question : Can you bring a dog on to trails in bird sanctuaries , wildlife reserves , or

nature reserves? Why or why not? What 's the impact?

______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________



take 
the

chall
enge!

Launch point : Wakefield

Recommended Hike : Wakefield Trails

GATINEAU RIVER

Launch point : Metcalfe Geoheritage Park

Recommended Hike : Mill of Kintail

MISSISSIPPI RIVER

Launch point : WA Taylor CA

Recommended Hike : Baxter CA

RIDEAU RIVER

Launch point : Morris Island CA

Recommended Hike : Morris Island CA

OTTAWA RIVER
Launch Point : Charleston Lake PP

Recommended Hike : Tallow Rock Bay Trail

CHARLESTON LAKE 

Launch point : Long Sault Parkway

Recommended Hike : UCMBS

ST-LAWRENCE RIVER

Launch Point : Opeongo Mountain Resort

Recommended Hike : Jamieson Mountain

LAKE CLEAR

Launch Point : Acroll Rd

Recommended Hike : PCCA

PARLMERSTON LAKE

Launch point : Rue Principal

Recommended Hike : Mont Morissette

LAC BLUE SEA

Launch point : Beach Pavilion

Recommended Hike : Montagnes Noires

LAC SIMON
Launch point : High Falls CA

Recommended Hike : Larose Forest

NATION RIVER

Launch point : Waba Museum/Boat Launch

Recommended Hike : High Lonesome

WHITE LAKE

You are the SUP lover , canoe day tripper , or the calm kayaker . Maybe all three?! This

challenge is to get you out in the water, and discovering new spots . I mean really ,

Ontario has over 250 ,000 lakes (including 1/5 of the world fresh water) and Quebec has

over one million lakes and streams . And naming it otter water? It just sounds fun .

Launch points and hikes are recommendations . Simply paddle these locations to

complete the challenge !

Make a weekend out of it and search for nearby hiking trails by  using this guide or the

Trail Finder Map on girlgonegood .com ! 

______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

the otter water series



the wellness series

Whether it ’s 3 mins or 30mins , commit to daily mediation for a month . Apps like Calm and Headspace have great guided meditations .  It

can be in the morning first thing , or 5 mins in the car before walking into work . Whenever is best for you !

DAILY MEDITATION

Speaking about reducing screen time…commit to scheduling zero screen time once a week for a month . It could be an afternoon , or a

whole day weekly . Now being dubbed “dopamine fasting”, the popularity of taking a break from electronics is quickly gaining speed . 

DIGITAL DETOX

Don ’t snub the positive impact of forest bathing just yet ! Health experts have long known that getting out in greenspace is good for us .

Commit to getting outdoors among the trees weekly for a month . You might even like to book with our friends at TreesAndBreathe .

FOREST BATHING

Rearrange your environment and routine to support better sleep health . That might include adding black out curtains , removing

electronics , weighted blanket , cutting off screen time after supper , night time teas , meditation , adding a sunrise alarm , or cutting caffeine .

NIGHT TIME ROUTINE

There is something to be said for simplifying life to the point of not always being busy . Less is more . Once a week for the month , schedule

purposeful downtime . Be bored , rest , relax , pamper yourself . Maybe draw . Or read a book . 

SCHEDULE DOWNTIME

Month:_________________________Keep, Ditch, or Develop:__________________________

Month:_________________________Keep, Ditch, or Develop:__________________________

Month:_________________________Keep, Ditch, or Develop:__________________________

Month:_________________________Keep, Ditch, or Develop:__________________________

Month:_________________________Keep, Ditch, or Develop:__________________________

How often do we put our own health aside? Prioritize it by making health appointments . For this month , commit to scheduling your yearly

medical and dental appointments . Extra bonus , schedule a day of care that includes a massage , reflexology , etc .

HEALTH APPOINTMENTS

Commit to swapping out an indoor social for an outdoor activity once a week . Instead of a coffee date , enjoy a walk around the

neighbourhood . Family day can be spent on the toboggan hills or playground . Bring friends on a snowshoe or hike through the woods .

SWAP SOCIALS

Month:_________________________Keep, Ditch, or Develop:__________________________

Month:_________________________Keep, Ditch, or Develop:__________________________

With the focus being on reducing single use plastics , it ’s a good year to step up our personal eco-friendly efforts .  Commit to reducing your

carbon footprint by using reusable grocery bags only , switching to LED lights , washing on the cold water cycle , or opting to walk more .

ECO AWARENESS

At the risk of sounding like everyone ’s mother – eat your veggies .  Plant based nutrition is becoming the mainstay . So for this month ,

commit to making a meal (or whole day) vegan once a week . Try out new plant based recipes from Ottawa ’s own Amy Longard .

PLANT BASED 

You would think this would be an easy one , but alas , it isn ’t . Well , not always . Positivity breeds positivity . Switch life up by committing to

giving one genuine compliment to others daily for the month . It can be as simple as texting someone to say how much you appreciate

them , or giving a co-worker a kind compliment or paying it forward to a stranger .

COMPLIMENT OTHERS

Commit to starting the day off with a set morning routine . Try waking up a little earlier , and more importantly , at the same time daily . Take

the first few minutes to meditate , stretch , and/or read . Drink water before coffee . Eat a wholesome breakfast . Brush and floss .  Start strong !

MORNING ROUTINE

No matter if you ’re a lone wolf or town mayor , community my friends , matters . This month , commit to an activity to help support your

community . Maybe it ’s attending a fundraiser , or picking up trash on a local trail . Spend the day volunteering or shop local only !

COMMUNITY BUILDER

Month:_________________________Keep, Ditch, or Develop:__________________________

Month:_________________________Keep, Ditch, or Develop:__________________________

Month:_________________________Keep, Ditch, or Develop:__________________________

Month:_________________________Keep, Ditch, or Develop:__________________________

Month:_________________________Keep, Ditch, or Develop:__________________________

take 
the

chall
enge!

This wellness challenge that gives you new habits to try out monthly , then you can decide

whether you want to keep , ditch , or develop 'em .



notes



Share your adventure or new
favourite hiking trail find by
tagging on Instagram. Do you
have insights or feedback to
share? Reach out! Don't forgot
to join a challenge and collect
those achievement tabs!
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Veteran. Future Nurse. IT Consultant. 

Admittedly sounds like an odd mix for interests
however adventure, media, and health are the
backbone of GirlGoneGood®. It is where the
prioritization of wellness while exploring the
wilderness is encouraged.

Victoria Walsh is a military veteran and served
operationally. This path included public speaking, 

skydiving, and plenty of international travel. After a
successful first career, she released and became an
information technology consultant in 2011. Victoria
completed a Bachelor of Science in Nursing from
the University of Ottawa in 2020 and will take her
registered nurse license exam...someday.

Her interests revolve around minimalism,

emotional awareness, damn good coffee, and
getting lost in the mountains. She can be found
frequently exploring local trails, cafes, and small
towns. Vickie resides in Almonte, Ontario.

Promote the prioritization of 
wellness while exploring nature for 

all persons, through safe and 
responsible recreation.

We care about the environment and our health .
We find wonder, healing, and challenge in nature. 

We are inclusive, diverse, and kind .
We are strongest when supporting each other.

 We strive for a balanced life .
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“Hiking is not escapism; it’s realism. The people who
choose to spend time outdoors are not running away from

anything; we are returning to where we belong.” 
– Jennifer Pharr Davis

visit girlgonegood.com

Detailed Trail Info Smart Resources Health Connection 
Pick the right trail to meet your

specific goals and needs in nature.
Whether you are looking for

adventure or seeking wellness in
the wild, we have the trails for you.

Fuel your best trail adventures
with exclusive resources

including packing lists to safety
to responsible recreation tips.

Experience the health benefits of
nature through discussions and

insights on burnout, trauma, well-
being, and healthy habits,


